Testimonials

"The staff were wonderful to work with. Everything came together as planned. The venue for our
daughter's wedding was indeed lovely. The outdoor setting was everything she and her husband
envisioned. Our compliments to the chef. We can't thank Piedmont enough for helping make this day
so special for all of us!"
~Rosemary, Mother of the Bride
"The event coordinators at Piedmont, helped to plan and facilitate one of the most magical,
memorable nights of my now husband and my lives. Everything for our wedding went off without a
hitch! They were so responsive to our many e-mails, and accommodated all of our needs and requests.
All of our family and friends commented on how lovely the venue was and how smoothly every part
of the wedding went, from the pre-ceremony music, to the sparkler send off. The food was fantastic
and the decor was tasteful. the coordinators were professional, had a great eye for detail and were
clearly personally invested in our special day. I would definitely recommend this venue to anyone!"
~Calesse, Bride
"Wow! Where to begin...we held our ceremony, wedding reception and brunch the following morning
here. From the absolutely beautiful venue to the highly attentive and detail-oriented staff led by
Kimberly, our wedding was perfect - even if the weather didn't completely cooperate. The food is
amazing and the staff is very flexible in arranging everything to meet your needs. I'm extremely
detail-oriented and had so many instructions for the staff to follow in setting-up the venue and they
did a wonderful job & were completely up to the job! Would highly recommend!!!"
~Melissa, Bride
"We recently got married here and I 100% recommend Piedmont Club. They are very friendly and
accommodating with everything that we wanted and needed from the first day we visited to the day
of the wedding. I am very glad that we booked Piedmont Club and could not have asked for a better
venue and service! Thank you!"
~Nicole & Carlo, Bride & Groom
"Could not have asked for a better wedding day. Everything was organized and set up for us. I didn't
have to worry about anything venue related. Kimberly and the event coordinator were so
accommodating, kind and helpful. From big requests to just wanting more bottle of water, everything
was done."
~ Kristen, Bride
"I booked Piedmont Club for my wedding in August, and it was easily the best decision I made while
wedding planning! The staff was so accommodating and helpful; I probably e-mailed the event
coordinators a dozen times in the week leading up to the wedding and they fulfilled all of our
requests with no arguments. They had almost everything we wanted included in their package which
made it so easy to plan--the only extra vendors we had to hire were a DJ and photographer! We got so
many compliments on the beautiful location and the delicious food. I can't imagine my wedding at any
other place or with any other people to work with. I highly recommend Piedmont Club!"
~Madison

